CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE:
MODERN BLACK AMERICA, 1980 TO PRESENT

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Gains made by African Americans from the 1950s to the 1970s failed to produce a consensus for goals and tactics for the end of the millennium. During the 1980s, the black middle class grew in strength, with some African Americans even achieving fame and great wealth. Clinton’s economic boom caused many blacks to find jobs and go off poverty rolls. Despite economic progress on average, the 1980s also saw several problems for African Americans with the ascendancy of the conservative Ronald Reagan and the New Right. Reagan proved willing to dismantle or render ineffective key elements of the civil rights program of the Great Society. Although he appointed some African Americans in his administration, they were generally token blacks, whose views differed greatly from the majority of blacks. Affirmative action, especially on college campuses, proved a viable target, as whites reacted against what they saw as preferential policies for minorities and women. Yet blacks continued to have political influence during the Reagan, and especially the Clinton, years. They pressed for additional legislation, a national holiday commemorating Martin Luther King, and fought successfully against apartheid in South Africa and for fairer treatment by police and representation in police departments. The 1980s also saw the serious political presidential candidacy of Jesse Jackson, in both 1984 and 1988. African Americans also continued their achievements in the arts and intellectual endeavors. Black women strode to the forefront in literary works, gaining far more acceptance then in the earlier black arts movement. Blacks also continued to argue a variety of responses to continued problems, including the diverse ideas of Afrocentricity, reparations, Louis Farrakhan’s self help and anti-Semitic rhetoric, and even the political lyrics and sound of rap music. Despite these great differences, the tragedy of September 11, 2001, seemed to bring all Americans, black and white, rich and poor together in an outburst of patriotism and sympathy for those who lost their lives.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Understand the origins, depth and limitations of the fragmentation of the black community during the 1980s to the present.

Understand the overall economic conditions of blacks during this period, as well as the effects of both the Reagan, Bush and Clinton presidencies on their situation.

Understand the varieties of black activism during the 1980s to the present, as well as the backlash against previous gains.

Understand the origins, goals, and development of a serious black president candidate, as well as the results of the candidacy of Jesse Jackson.

Understand some of the basic political, social and cultural developments among blacks in the last two decades of the twentieth century, including black art and literature, black feminism, relationships with police, Afrocentricity, the Nation of Islam movement, and the controversy over reparations.
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TEST MATERIALS

MAP QUESTIONS
(Locate the following regions, geographical features or political entities on a map)
Philadelphia
California
South Africa
Iraq
Kuwait
Nigeria
Florida

IDENTIFICATIONS
(For each of the following, identify by answering the questions – who? what? when? where? And describe the significance by answering the question – why is this important? Why do we study this?)
Oprah Winfrey
Ronald Brown
Colin Powell
Michael Jordan
Reginald Lewis
William Jefferson Clinton
Ronald Reagan